
STYLE

Whether	you’ll	be	at	the	Oscars	or	hosting	your	own	bash	at	home,

Julie	Morgan	shows	how	to	get	a	screen-star-inspired	look.

W hen awards season rolls around, it’s an exciting time for
makeup artists, hairstylists, and wardrobe stylists; more
than any other time of the year we get to pull out all the

stops for our clients and collaborate with them to create full-on
glamorous look. I love looking back through the decades for ideas, and
it’s fun to “borrow” an iconic style made famous by classic Hollywood
starlets such as Elizabeth Taylor or Marilyn Monroe and give it a
modern twist. For this photo shoot I was particularly inspired by a
photo Giada shared with me of her grandmother, actress Silvana
Mangano; the smoldering smoky eye she wore in the photo instantly
had me reinterpreting that Italian bombshell look for Giada.

Giada’s stylist, Sam Saboura (@SamStyles), and I have
collaborated on three looks that we think would be perfect for a trip to
the Academy Awards—or any big-time event you may have on your
calendar: Classic Hollywood Starlet, Nude on Nude, and Vintage
Bombshell. And I’ve broken down each look so you can give it a spin
yourself, using some of the great new products from Bobbi Brown’s
current line. And don’t forget to scroll down for my tips on making your

red
carpet

ready

https://twitter.com/SamStyles


look red-carpet ready!

Classic	Hollywood	Starlet
Classic Hollywood Starlet takes its inspiration from early Marilyn
Monroe plus contemporary actresses like Michelle Williams and
Scarlett Johansson. Skin for this look is even and polished with a
matte finish, punctuated by a strong red lip.



1 Long-Wear Even Finish Compact Foundation

http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2336/25261/Makeup/Face/Foundation/Long-Wear-Even-Finish-Compact-Foundation/SS13/index.tmpl


2 Brow Kit

3 Smokey Eye Kajal Liner in Noir

http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2327/21880/Makeup/Eyes/Brows/Dark-Brow-Kit/SS12/index.tmpl
http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2328/27022/Makeup/Eyes/Eyeliner/Smokey-Eye-Kajal-Liner/FH13/index.tmpl


4 Extreme Party Mascara

5 Long Wear Cream Shadow Stick in Tuxedo Black

http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2319/8137/Learn/Pretty-Powerful/Get-Rosannes-Look/Extreme-Party-Mascara/index.tmpl
http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2330/24845/Makeup/Eyes/Eye-Shadow/Long-Wear-Cream-Shadow-Stick/SS13/index.tmpl


6 Blush in Pale Pink

7 Lip Color in Desert Plum

Glistening	Nude	on	Nude
Based on radiantly glowing skin, Nude on Nude is a clean look. Think
Grace Kelly, or Charlize Theron and The Wolf of Wall Street’s  Margot
Robbie for contemporary inspiration.

http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2323/8061/Makeup/Cheeks/Blush/Blush/index.tmpl
http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2342/7524/Makeup/Lips/Lip-Color/Lip-Color/index.tmpl




1 Luminous Moisturizing Treatment Foundation

http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2336/26960/Makeup/Face/Foundation/Luminous-Moisturizing-Treatment-Foundation/FH13/index.tmpl


2 Brightening Finishing Powder in Bronze Glow

3 Bronze Eye Palette

http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2323/28546/Makeup/Cheeks/Blush/Brightening-Finishing-Powder--Bronze-Glow/SS14/index.tmpl
http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2329/29058/Makeup/Eyes/Eye-Palettes/Bronze-Eye-Palette/SS14/index.tmpl


4 Long-Wear Gel Eyeliner in Espresso

5 Sheer Lip Color in Carolina

Vintage	Bombshell
The smoldering look favored by Giada’s grandmother and the young
Elizabeth Taylor, as well as by Sofia Vergara or Salma Hayek, pairing
a strong, smoky eye against creamy, smooth skin, was the starting
point for our Vintage Bombshell look. Pick the one that suits your
personality best, or play against type and experiment outside of your
comfort zone!

http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2328/7785/Makeup/Eyes/Eyeliner/Long-Wear-Gel-Eyeliner/index.tmpl
http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2342/25390/Makeup/Lips/Lip-Color/Sheer-Lip-Color/SS13/index.tmpl




1 BB Cream

http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/9339/21694/Whats-New/BB-Cream/BB-Cream-SPF-35/index.tmpl


2 Pot Rouge for Lips & Cheek

3 Brow Kit

http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2323/20488/Makeup/Cheeks/Blush/Pot-Rouge-for-Lips-Cheeks/SS12/index.tmpl
http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2327/21880/Makeup/Eyes/Brows/Dark-Brow-Kit/SS12/index.tmpl


4 Eye Shadow in White & Saddle

5 Ink Liner in Blackest Black

http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2330/8197/Makeup/Eyes/Eye-Shadow/Eye-Shadow/index.tmpl
http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2328/27083/Makeup/Eyes/Eyeliner/Ink-Liner/FH13/index.tmpl


6 Smokey Eye Mascara

7 Creamy Matte Lip Color in Red Carpet

Here are few @Foxyfleet tips to ensure you are red carpet ready
when the cameras start flashing:
1 Regular skin maintenance will help your makeup go on more
smoothly, wear longer, and look fresh for camera. Starlets begin their
skin prep well ahead of time. Two days before the big night, exfoliate
your skin from head to toe. The day of the soirée, quench your skin
with a hydrating moisture mask.

2 Have your brows shaped a few days prior to event and do not over-
tweeze; I always like them a little fuller for the red carpet, as they
balance out a more dramatic makeup.

http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2332/27021/Makeup/Eyes/Mascara/Smokey-Eye-Mascara/SS14/index.tmpl
http://www.bobbibrowncosmetics.com/product/2342/22640/Makeup/Lips/Lip-Color/Creamy-Matte-Lip-Color/FH12/index.tmpl
https://twitter.com/Foxyfleet


3 Minimal shimmer is more flattering for photos. Here’s a trick I like:
First apply the product with sparkle (such as eye shadow, highlight
powder), then finish with a matte product on top, creating a glistening
finish.

4 Do not overdose on undereye concealer or coverup; it can look
cakey and obvious in photos. Instead, try this technique, which I’ve
used many times to give Giada long-lasting bright eyes and fresh skin
for special events:

Smooth on the foundation product of your choice
Sweep a thin layer of concealer over any blemishes or
discolorations and press the product into the skin with a small
sponge.
Finish with a dusting of fine powder to set (I Love Bobbi Brown
retouch powder).

5 Warm your skin if needed. This includes décolletage and wherever
we are getting a peek of skin above or below the dress. Tan lines
aren’t attractive with a flowing gown.

6 Lip pencil is essential to ensure that your smile sparkles all night. Be
sure to fill in the entire lip, then use a lip brush to blend the pencil.
Apply your lip color on top, again using a lip brush and making sure to
blend the color completely over the lips. (Don’t forget to open your
mouth and fill in the area where the corner of your lips meet.) Blot and
apply another coat of lip color. This tip will give your smile longevity for
the camera.

#EVERYONECANFEELLIKEASTAR
#HAPPY2014OSCARS
#GIADASWEEKLYREDCARPET
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